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Reconnect with your environment
Learn about environmental issues, their effect on your community and actions for your involvement.
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Do you have a service-learning project to help keep PPCPs out of the
Great Lakes?

Your service project could
win environmental award
By ANNA MCCARTNEY
Contributing writer
Is your service-learning project helping to keep pharmaceuticals and personal care products
(PPCPs) out of the Great Lakes?
The Great Lakes Sea Grant
Network will recognize 20 of the
best projects that involve and
educate their community about
the proper use and disposal of
PPCPs.
Submit your project for the
“Stewardship Project Contest”
for grades 5-12 if you live in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, New York or
Pennsylvania. All projects must

demonstrate and document the
following service-learning steps:
Choose it, research it, plan it, do
it and share it, and evaluate it.
Potential projects can include,
but are not limited to, posters,
essays, artwork, brochures,
electronic presentations, video
or audio clips, science fair displays, etc.
Visitwww.seagrant.psu.edufor
details to submit your project.

A N N A M C C A R T N E Y, a
communications and education
specialist for Pennsylvania Sea
Grant, can be reached by e-mail at
axm40@psu.edu.
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Korissa Kasper, left, an 11th grade JrPLEWA presenter, joined Pat
Lupo, OSB, Steve Mauro, Ph.D., Cindy Murray, Northwestern teacher/
JrPLEWA facilitator, and other students, back row, at a
videoconference on PPCPs at Northwestern High School.

Students learn how PPCPs
affect our water quality
By ANNA MCCARTNEY
Contributing writer
More than 200 students from 10
highschoolsacrossPennsylvania
have been added to the growing
list of informed consumers who
know about the effects of pharmaceuticals and personal care
products on water quality and
wildlife.
These students participated
in an Earth Action Pennsylvania
Sea Grant sponsored videoconference on Feb. 16 at Northwestern High School with the help of
the Northwest Tri-County Intermediate Unit.
“It was an awesome event,”
said Sister Pat Lupo. “JrPLEWA
(Junior PA Lake Erie Watershed
Association) students chose this
topic and investigated it for two
years. They developed their
own action plan. It’s just amazing what they have accomplished
and it gives me great hope.”
Korissa Kasper, a Jr PLEWA
member and student at Northwestern was one of the presenters who shared their research.
Steve Mauro, Ph.D., Mercyhurst
University microbiologist and
department chair, also shared

his research about fluoxetine, a
chemical of concern and active
ingredient in the antidepressant
Prozac, and other PPCP chemicals that he has found in the waters off Presque Isle’s beaches.
Participating students were
able to interact with Kasper and
Mauro on a Wiki space and participated in a pre-survey, which
will be followed by a post-survey
in March. Their challenge is to
educatetheircommunitiesabout
these growing contaminants.
These and other students
and teachers in Grades 5-12 can
participate in the Great Lakes
Stewardship Project Contest.
Visit www.seagrant.psu.edu for
details.
Pennsylvania Sea Grant is one
of four Great Lakes Sea Grant
programs working to educate
and eliminate unnecessary PPCPs from the environment with
funding from a $500,000 Great
Lakes Restoration Initiative twoyear grant.

ANNA MCCARTNEY,a
communications and education
specialist for Pennsylvania Sea
Grant, can be reached by e-mail at
axm40@psu.edu.
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Sara Grisé warns aquarium owners not to release plants, or animals like this goldfish into the environment where they can become invasive,
especially as warmer temperatures allow them to survive in areas once too cold. If these species become established, they can wreak havoc,
degrade aquatic resources and make water unusable for recreation. Visit habitattitude.net to learn more about prevention.

Double trouble

Climate change might hasten spread of invasive species
By ANNA MCCARTNEY
Contributing writer
When Sara Grisé talks about
the effect climate change will
have on aquatic invasive species (AIS), she stresses that the
interactions are not yet well understood.
Individually, climate change
and invasive species are two of
the greatest threats that affect
ecosystems and biodiversity.
However, climate change could
drive the spread of invasive plant
andanimalspeciesfasterandfarther. This double blow is an enormous threat to forests, fisheries
and crops, as well as to human
health and livelihoods.
Forecasting the effect on community and ecosystem structure
and function is an important goal
for scientists. Such predictive
management tools could offer resource managers proactive strategies to deal with the impending
problems.
That is what prompted Grisé,
a coastal outreach specialist for
Pennsylvania Sea Grant, to do researchonthecombinedeffectsof
changesinclimateandbiological
invasions.
“Changes will vary highly depending on the location and the
species involved, but ecosystems
will change and some species
will likely be replaced,” said
Grisé.
A warmer world, more extreme weather and higher levels of planet-warming carbon
dioxide will give some species
an edge, causing a rapid rise in
extinctions and threatening the
richness of nature.
Forexample,brookandbrown
trout are equal competitors for
food at cold temperatures. However, laboratory experiments
showed that as temperatures
warm, brown trout become the
superior competitor and eliminate the brook trout. This shift
could happen in other fish communities such as Great Lakes
fisheries where warmer water
species could out-compete and
replace cooler species.
“Studies also show that with
increased temperature and CO2
conditions, plants increase their
growth rate and biomass. This
would intensify the already devastating effect some plants like
Hydrilla have by choking out
water bodies,” said Grisé.
Storms and higher precipita-

Coming up
A free webinar will be offered on
March 20 from noon to 1 p.m. by
Ohio State University/Ohio Sea
Grant titled “Climate Change and
Invaders: Sources of Uncertainty
in Managing the Great Lakes
Region.” Cindy Kolar, a science
adviser in the Fisheries and
Aquatic Endangered Resources
Program of the U.S. Geological
Survey, will address the potential
impact of climate change on the
ranges and effect of invasive
species in the region. She will
also discuss research needs and
management actions that can
address future conditions. An
opportunity to ask questions via
a live chat will follow the
presentation. To register, visit
changingclimate.osu.edu/
webinars/. Once registered, you
will receive a confirmation e-mail
with login information.
tion caused by changing climate
in Pennsylvania and other areas
will also likely cause more frequent flooding; this will provide
a superhighway for invasive species. Are there other species like
the Asian carp, which escaped
from aquaculture facilities after
heavy flooding, lurking in someone’s water garden?
Flooding also aids plants that
spread via fragmentation. Bits
and pieces of invasive plants
could be carried to new locations where they then replace
native plants.
Climate change will also most
likely benefit aquarium species
since many of them are subtropical or tropical. If released,
species that wouldn’t currently
survive in colder temperatures
could establish viable populations and become invasive.
The estimated damage from
invasive species worldwide
totals more than $1.4 trillion
annually — 5 percent of the
global economy, according to a
2010 World Bank-funded study.
Ultimately as climate change
hastens the spread of invasive
species, the cost for damages,
removals and controls can only
increase. Shouldn’t we be ready
to tackle the possibilities?

A N N A M C C A R T N E Y, a
communications and education
specialist for Pennsylvania Sea
Grant, can be reached by e-mail at
axm40@psu.edu.
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Check out these websites
to learn more:
www.coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/
climate.html
www.blog.terrain.org/tag/noaa/
www.wildlifeadaptationstrategy.gov/
www.globalchange.gov/resources/
educators/toolkit/about
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As warmer temperature zones creep northward, important Great Lakes
fisheries could see existing cold-water species such as walleye and
trout be replaced with invasive ones that prefer warmer water.
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Climate change would create conditions where species released from
water gardens could survive, thrive and replace native species.
Flooding would create a perfect avenue for their spread.
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Precipitation patterns can alter seasonal flow and volume patterns in
streams and rivers. Extreme and frequent flooding would help invasive
species, like the Asian carp and Hydrilla spread.
Hunters and anglers may be among the first to experience the impacts
of climate change due to their familiarity with wildlife
and their habitats. Do you or does
someone in your family hunt or fish?
Do more research about invasive
species and climate change by
checking out the referenced
websites on today’s page.
Share your ideas of what we
should be doing to decrease our
impact on these two very
important environmental hazards.
Send them to axm40@psu.edu.

